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Trapunto Wreath 
By Marie Duncan 

 
Our trapunto wreath is easy to 
embroider in two hoopings in your 
360 x 200 Designer Royal Hoop.  
Then, have fun by adding beads by 
machine!  But, our trapunto wreath is 
a bit confused about what it wants to 
be when it grows up.  Hmmmm, a 
pretty table mat?  Or……..a comfy 
pillow!  It is for you to decide! 
 

 
 
Our wreath design is the 2012 May  
Monthly Design #412800.  It is free for the month of  
May 2012 from www.myembroideries.com.   
Click on the link, Free Monthly Design, on the  
HUSQVARNA VIKING® website to download it.   
 
 
When you get to the Checkout, enter the coupon code  
FreeMAY2012 in the box. Click Apply Coupon.   
After May 2012, the design will be available for purchase on  www.myembroideries.com.   
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Sewing Supplies:  
 Clear ¼” Piecing Foot w/Guide 412927445 
 INSPIRA® size 90 Topstitch Needles 620071496 
 Bobbin Thread 
 Sewing thread 
 Invisible Thread 
 40 wt. Robison-Anton rayon embroidery thread 
 30 wt. cotton thread (optional) 
  ¾ yard of cream linen 
 ¾ yard muslin 
 ¾ yard of backing/flange fabric 
 Fat batting 
 Ruler 
 Air soluble fabric marking pen 
 Pinking shears 
 1 pkg. medium rick rack 
 Fiberfill (if it is to be a pillow) 
 Assorted beads (size that will allow a threaded sewing machine needle to go in and out) 

 

Cut: 
From cream linen: 

One square 20” x 20”  
From muslin: 
 Two rectangles 20” wide x 12” long 
From backing/flange fabric: 
 Two rectangles 11 ½” wide x 22” long  
 One square 22” x 22” 

 
Mark your Fabric: 
On the 20” x 20” linen square, mark two rectangles 7½” x 14” 
overlapping them by ¼” as shown. 

 
Embroider: 

1. Attach your Sensor Q Foot  regardless of which model of HUSQVARNA VIKING® 
embroidery machine you have.  This foot is crucial for this embroidery as we will be stitching 
over “fat” batting! 

 
2. Insert a size 90 Topstitch Needle. 
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3. Hoop one muslin rectangle. 
 

4. Thread with sewing thread on top and bobbin thread in the bobbin. 
 

5. Place “fat batting” on top of the muslin. 
 

6. Bring up design #412800. 
 

7. Stitch the first color.   
 

8. Remove the hoop from the machine. 
 

9. Cut away the batting from outside the leaves. 
 

10. Replace the hoop in the machine. 
 

11. Advance one stitch.  This will move the needle to the stitching spot, if it has moved over away 
from the edge of the hoop for you to use the needle threader. 

 
12. Place your 20” x 20” square of linen over the hoop so that the needle will enter the lower right 

corner of the left rectangle.  Stitch color 2 which will baste the linen over the muslin.  Follow 
the marked line adjusting your fabric as needed as the machine stitches.  This is a place where 

you might like to run the machine with the foot control instead of using . 
 

13. Thread with the leaf color.  We used 30 wt. cotton but you could use 40 wt. rayon as well. 
 

14. Stitch color 3, the leaves. 
 

15. Color 4 will stitch the circles where the beads will be sewn. 
 

16. When your first embroidery is complete, remove the hoop from the machine.  Remove the 
fabric from the hoop.  DO NOT remove the basting.  Leave it in place and trim the muslin up 
to the basting stitching. 

17. Touch  when the message “Embroidery is finished, clear screen?” comes up to retain 
the design on the screen. 

 

18. Touch  to return to Embroidery Edit. 
 

19. Touch the design to highlight it. 
 

20. Touch Rotate . Touch the Control Center icon  to rotate 90°.  Repeat so the design is 
rotated a total of 180°. 
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21. Hoop a second piece of muslin. 
 

22. Place the “fat” batting on top of the muslin and stitch color 1. 
 

23. Trim away the batting from outside the leaves. 
 

24. Advance to the first stitch of color 2 to bring the needle to stitching position. Place the linen so 
that the needle will enter the left top corner of the right rectangle.   

 
25. Stitch to baste the fabric in place. 

 
26. Finish the embroidery.  Leave it in the hoop. 

 

Beading by Machine: 
Now for the fun part! Let’s sew beads on by machine. 

 
1. Thread with invisible thread on top and bobbin thread in the bobbin. 

 
2. Remove the ankle. 

3. Select Free Motion Floating. 

4. Select A1:02 . 
 

5. In the center of the first circle, stitch 8-10 stitches to anchor the 
thread in place.  

 
6. Use serger tweezers to hold the bead in place while you lower 

the needle in and back out.  Stitch next to the bead.  It will 
“flop” over as shown.  Take a few stitches in place next to the 
bead. 

 
7. Place the next bead, and repeat, stitching one stitch in the hole 

and then a few next to it. 
 

8. Stitch three or four beads in each circle 
 

9. As you move to the next circle, be sure to stitch 8-10 stitches in 
place first to anchor the thread, before sewing on the beads. 

 
10. When the first side of the wreath is complete, hoop the other 

side and stitch beads in the remaining circles. 
 

11. Remove the basting stitches. 
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12. Using an air soluble fabric marking pen, mark the center of the wreath.  Then mark out 8” 
from center all the way around creating a 16” diameter circle as shown. 

 
13. Cut out the circle on the marked lines. 

 
14. De-activate free motion sewing. 

 
15. Replace your ankle and snap on your Clear ¼” Piecing Foot w/Guide. 

 
16. Thread with sewing thread top and bobbin. 

 
17. Place the two 11½” x 22” rectangles for the back right sides together.   

18. Select A1:02 . 
 

19. Begin stitching the long edge, stopping about 8” into the seam.  Backtack. 
 

20. Change the stitch length to 5.0 and stitch about 4”.  Backtack. 
 

21. Touch A1:02  again to return the stitch length to normal.  Finish the seam. 
 

22. Press the seam allowance to one side. 
 

23. Place your cut embroidered circle on the wrong side of the 22” x 22” backing/flange square 
and pin. 

 
24. Using the template given, trace the scallops around the outside of the circle on the 

backing/flange fabric. 
 

25. Remove the embroidered circle and set aside. 
 

26. Place the traced 22” square right sides together with the pieced back.  Pin, 
 

27. Stitch on the marked scallops. 
 

28. Trim around the scallops with pinking shears.  Clip into the points. 
 

29. Remove the basting in the back seam and turn through the opening. 
 

30. Press. 
 

31. Place rick rack on the edge of the circle.  With your Clear ¼” Piecing Foot w/Guide in place, 
align the edge of the rick rack with the edge of the fabric.  Align them both with the flange on 
the foot and stitch the rick rack in place around the circle.  Leave ¼” extra rick rack at both 
ends. 
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32. Turn the seam allowance to the wrong side.  The rick rack now finishes the edge.  Press. 

 
33. Place the embroidered circle on the un-seamed side of the scalloped circle, centered and pin.   

 
34. Thread with sewing thread to match your rick rack on top and sewing thread to match the 

fabric back in the bobbin. 
 

35. Stitch the embroidered circle in place. 
 

36. Now, it’s time for an audition!  Place the trapunto wreath on your table, and take a long look.  
It that it’s future?  Or, place it on your couch, among your other pillows and see if it belongs.  
If the pillow wins, stuff it with fiberfill.  If the mat wins, leave it un-stuffed. 

 
37. Insert Steam-A-Seam 2 in the opening and press with steam to close. 

 
38. Enjoy! 
 


